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       Maybe Republicans should get nukes and the president [Barack
Obama] will talk to them. 
~Andrea Tantaros

Play small ball. Get back to basics. I would say that you need to be a
conservative, but you need to maintain your independent streak. 
~Andrea Tantaros

Republicans and conservatives have to figure out that Democrats have
plenty of rope to hang themselves on their own. But you have to give
voters a reason to vote for you as well. 
~Andrea Tantaros

I think Republicans forgot how to communicate with the American
people. 
~Andrea Tantaros

All these stuff she's done before - the rosary, the deep thoughts, the
faux British accent. It's the same thing over and over. She's be so much
better if she just retired, and I like Madonna. 
~Andrea Tantaros

I would prefer the teacher to focus on teaching and have a security
officer worry about keeping the kids safe. 
~Andrea Tantaros

I'm OK with guns in schools, if it's a security, trained security personnel.
But every teacher having a gun, I don't know if I can jump up and down
on that one and fully get behind it. 
~Andrea Tantaros

Usually step one in a recovery is admitting that you have a problem. I
think that's an important thing for the Republican Party to do. 
~Andrea Tantaros
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I think a New Guard-type of Republican - Eric Cantor is a rising star in
the party. 
~Andrea Tantaros

Medical malpractice - that's a great issue for Republicans and you
didn't hear anyone talk about it. 
~Andrea Tantaros

We focused so much on saying, "Don't vote for them and here's why"
and we didn't tell the American people "Vote for us and here's why." 
~Andrea Tantaros

You also need to show a zero-tolerance policy when it comes to
impropriety. That's one of the things, again, that Republicans left on the
table as a missed opportunity. 
~Andrea Tantaros

We're having this conflict in Syria is because [Vladimir] Putin wants to
take Iranian oil and channel that oil up to Europe. 
~Andrea Tantaros

White House is ranting up its rhetoric for Republicans, using wild words
to attack them over the budget standoff. 
~Andrea Tantaros

I hate to say it, but she's trying to copy Miley [Cyrus] and Miley's trying
to copy her. The era of Madonna is over. 
~Andrea Tantaros

Can I give a little advice to the old man on Capitol Hill? Stop saying
teabagger. Ask your younger staffers what it means. 
~Andrea Tantaros
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